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Summary of possible nain lines of an approach to impleQentation 
the Government's Northern Ireland policy over the next 6 months 
but in a longer-term perspective 

I ANGLO-IRISH RELATIONS AND AIIC 

1 Attitude of British Government 

of 

Recognise British Government r.lost unlikely to take any 
radical new initiative before next West~inster election, 
most likely to be held in Aut~m, 1983 but could be either 
earlier or later. 

2 Weakness of Prior and Gowrie 

Do not invest too much political capital in Prior and 
Gowrie - but equally do not be dismissive of them. 

3 Priority aim of Irish policy 

Make priority under this heading the restoration of 
atITosphere of confidence, predictability and co-operation 
in relations. 

4 Presentation of approach to meetings 

Presentation of approach to meetings with Secretary of 
State and Pruue Minister to be on this basis - getting 
things back on the rails. Don't appear too eager for very 
early meetings and do not have - and certainly not disclose -
what would be undue expectations that British can be moved 
before election, to adopt radical new approach. Do not 
take as an issue or refer publicly to restoration of right 
or practice of consultation about Northern Ireland - it is 
better to let this be established by events. 

5 Votes for British citizens 

Give political signal to British of wishes to improve 
relations by deciding to proceed with legislation to confer 
voting rights etc on British citizens, by announcing this 
and by expediting and circulating legislation - but try to get 
quid pro quo of British Government intention not to accept 
any reco~~endation of House of Co~~ons Committee (now 
studying this and other IT.atters) to remove corresponding 
rights fro~ Irish citizens resident in Britain. 

6 Get AIIC working purposefully, initially on low-key issues 

Aim for agreement from meetings to get Anglo-Irish Inter
governmental Council working quickly in more purposeful way, 
at Ministerial and official level, on more low-key areas of 
co-operation flowing from joint studies and otherwise -
economic co-operation, Deasures to improve understanding. 
To this end, pursue PrograBme of Action endorsed by the 
Government in January, 1982. Get Co-ordinating and Steering 
Committees working. 
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7 Aims for AIIC for period after British election 

AiD to move on, after this initial phase of confidence
building and consolidation and after next British election, 
to building on commitment in November, 1981 Summit 
Co~~unique to jointly promote reconciliation - but exercise 
caution in public references to expectations in this area, 
given possibility that a new Thatcher-led Tory Government 
would be unreceptive to Irish efforts to develop this axis 
of policy. Timing of effort to obtain froD British operative 
activity to express full recognition of Irish identity of 
Northern nationalists requires careful consideration - there 
is a need for early action but unless the ground is well 
prepared and the atmosphere as right as it ever can be, we ' 
could be rebuffed in a way that could put the issue off the 
agenda for a lengthy period. 

8 Hasten slowly on Parliamentary tier 

Hasten slowly in relation to establishment of Anglo-Irish 
Parli~nentary tier and consult first with SDLP and 
Opposition party; SDLP see early moves to establish tier 
as designed to pressure them to take seats in Assembly 
while unionists won't participate in even most minimal tier 
for some t~e to come, at least. Any tier to which British 
would now agree - after all the controversy - could be 
of J:.inir..al significance and have capacity for evolution 
severely restricted from the outset. 

9 isit by Britis Labour Party delegation 

~rra.ge =or earl~ ' sit~' ich as been req estec by Britisn 
~, 0' ~ P-:rL~ "e_ega::~o . 

L - e ~oreseeab~e ~ear & ~ re, i~ ~i : ~ot 

~e • 5sib e get t_e 0 ntar agree~e_ ~ of t e parties 
ir: t'~e _:or~~_ to de TO: Ted 0 itica i .. stit ' ::ions T/it: the 
articipa~ion of both co~~ nities and therefore ( ) in 

pub ic references do not a?pear unreasonab y sanguine abo t 
~he prospect of any such agreewent and 2) base policy on 
gO'ernoent of ~or~h on this realistic appreciation. 

_2 Keep o~en - but be silent on or sparing in public references 
to - op~ion of non -boycottable Executive 

Ex ~ore further reasons ~vhy Br i tish bacKed a lay fro~ tnis 
op~ic_ in ear~y 1982 . Pend ing outcome of exploration , 
retain t h":' s option for consideration. Recognise 1 hOTI'lever, 
- ... at ;::or reasons o f tir .. ing (possible co:lapse of hsser..bly 
be:ore ti I e COd es · en Bri tish .. ighr be reac.J to re-consider 
o t..:.o ) a;i s 'bstance (Ea.l not be so .. bo'lcottable as one 
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might think on first consideration, probable difficulty 
of getting people to act on Executive etc). Accordingly, 
do not publicly commit Irish policy to pursuit of this 
option. 

13 Adopt, in public references, as neutral or non-commita~ 

l~ 

:5 

an attitude as possible to continued existence of Northern 
Ireland Assembly but in private contacts, especially with 
British Government, make clear lack of enthusiasm or 
expectatioffifrom it, in present form and circumstances. 

Acknowledge (privately) that in current circumstances 
little or no political progress can co~e from Assembly -
and that any attempt to persuade the SDLP to take their 
seats, apart from threatening the already fragile unity of 
the party, would serve no purpose that ~ight not be better 
pursued in other ways. Recognise that unionists may 
themselves collapse the Assenbly sooner rather than later, 
if, as is likely, they are unsuccessful in obtaining the 
amendments they want to the Northern Ireland Act, 1982. 
Note, on the other hand, that unionists may ultimately 
decide that continued existence of Assembly is, on balance, 
to be preferred and that in any case, hostile or dismissive 
public references to the Assembly are offensive to unionists, 
to little purpose. Decide to offer comfort to Northern 
nationalists, more by positive responses to what they 
propose politically, than by r.egative references to what 
they 0F~o5e. Thus so far as possible iD face of Dail etc 
needs, adopt non-cor.mital attitude, in public references, 
to continued existence of Asseobly. But in private contacts, 
especially with the British, oake clear that Government 
have no enthusiasm frow Assembly in its present form and 
no expect tions from it, in present circumstances. 

off Britis consideration of closer integration 

oTtTer fo::- : oca 
a::. 

0:: ~os~~:"Je 
_ o _icy 3ri tis: - ~ . =0_ ..... 0·.·', :.:: 

~ =:.-' sh \Joper e.:: t . 

Lore: Go.lrie 

Past e4perience (non-boycottable executive) nas shown tha~ 
:ceas ~loated b~ Lord Go rie ere not pursued by British 
Go ernreent, certainly not in the for Dooted by him; Lord 
GOHrie ~ay be a casualty of the Britis Government reshuffle 
soon to follo'<tl departure of _r ott; the ideas in question 
run counter to the Governr.ent's longer-term policy objectives 
and would not be seen by the SOLP as meeting their concerns 
on the Irish identity of ~orthern nationalists. 
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16 Settle approach to operative activity we would, at right 
tlme, press Brltlsfi Government to give full recognition 
to Irish identity of Northern nationalists, as set out 

17 

in Northern Ireland section of the Proqramme for Government 

Such action, to follow up on the relevant and not 
unsatisfactory section of the Prior White Paper, is 
necessary. Some possibilities have been tentatively 
identified (Repeal of Flags and Emblems Act, agreed 
Irish-British approach to dual nationality, holding of 
passports, local franchise in North, agreed approach on 
RTE reception in dorth, facilities for GAA, non-divisive 
cultural heritage programTIe for North) but need to be 
developed an~ considered from a political standpoint, 
e.g. timing, order of preference and trade-offs, since 
SOQe, especially Flags and Emblems Act and franchise, are 
very sensitive and will be so represented by the British. 

Decide line to be pursued on PR for Westminster elections 
in orth. 

Even before their recent electoral success, it appeared that 
Sinn Fein intervention in Westminster elections in the North 
under the straight vote could cost the SDLP some of the 17 
future seats, through split votesj now the danger is that 
Sinn Fein would force out the SDLP. This might be headed 
off if amending legislation were enacted to provide for use 
of PR in the 10rth in such elections. But recent developments 
on the next direct elections to the European Parliament tend 

-tebuf f.l f)robabl Y 
Mt, especially 

to confirm expectations of inflexibili t y by Mrs Thatcher on 
this issue. Is it worth pushing, in face of likely*possibility 
that SDP/Liberal Alliance could have say in next British 
Governnent programme. However, further security action ~en 

18 

just might elicit a British response in this area. 

Decide other practical action to bolster SDLP 

The party is shaken in morale, with particular worries about 
its performance, vis-a-vis Sinn Fein, in the next Westminster 
elections. It has a bad image in London (and in some quarters 
in the State) and its leader is away too much and may now 
have taken on too Duch. Its recruitment of young people is 
poor and co~pared with Sinn Fein, its financial resources are 
restricted; and acceptable political outlets for its 
deDocratic, constitutional brand of politics are lacking. 
There are obvious difficulties in direct assistance from the 
Irish Govern~ent, as Government,with organisation, money or 
youth involvement. Could organisational support and advice, 

from the Government and other ~ajor parties here, as 
parties, or otherwise indirectly, be considered, as well as 
all-party support for a fund-raising drive throughout the 
country? Can more help (including indirect financial 
assistance for entertainment and travel?) be given in 
~proving the perception of the party in London political, 
ci\i ser ice a d edia circles? 

c+-ion - e sec r~~' area -
"=--~:: sepa~ate:: .!)e:o-·, .~~t::"t ces o -=:_e ;'.sser...b:y a..-:d 
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of contacts, across a wide spectrum, not exclusively 
political, should help. Specific action and instructions 
should be considered (invitations to functions, no~inations 
to St te bodies etc) 

RITY 

er easures to ~ ke security effort against Provisional 
I ~LA more effective 

The actions of the PrO\TOS and I.LA are so deeply prejudicing 
dvancement of the objectives of the Irish people and 

Governr.ent in relation to orthern Ireland that serious 
consideration must be given to taking further steps that 
should be more effective in preventing murders and other 
violent acts before they happen. Possible measures - some 
of which might require the cover of Article 28.3.30 of the 
Constitution and the state of national emergency pursuant 
thereto declared in 1976, as well as derogations from 
international obligations, - are: 

- application, on a selective basis and conditional 
that sinilar action would not be taken in the North, 
of the confinement procedure that could be used if 
Part 11 of the Offences Against the State Act, 1940 
were invoked; 

- legislation to provide for directions restricting the 
areas within the State within which named individuals 
might reside or travel, so as to teep them far from 
Border areas. 

21 Decide how All-Ireland Court idea should be pursued and 
its relationship with evolving situation on Anglo-Irish 
and orth/ South extradition and operation of reciprocal 
extra-te~ritorial anti-terrorist leqislation 

.a· seek react~ ation 0= and ~dened representation 
ss ·o s bet ee. ~ttorne s Genera a~d their 

de ye a 

e-_~=a-

l eo 
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could be undertaken before or after the technical 
elaboration of the concept and depending on this timing 
aspect and the conclusion reached, the information
gathering and elaboration process might not take place 
at all. 

23 Decide line to be taken on abuses by security forces 
in Northern Ireland ~ 

An attitude of forthright and publicly expressed 
opposition to abuses such as have been involved in relation 
to plastic bullets and appear to arise in respect of recent 
"shoot-to-kill" incidents would be welcome to all shades of 
moderate nationalist opinion in the North and, within the 
context of a wider, balanced policy, could be defended 
against attack on the merits of the case and on the basis 
of need for adherence to legality and justice. Such an 
attitude would, however, even balanced by other statements 
and actions, evoke a hostile reaction from many unionists 
and could prejudice relations with the British on a wider 
front. It will, in any event, be difficult to avoid taking 
and expressing an attitude on such matters, in the face of 
events on the ground. It should be possible to strike a 
balance, based on positions previously adopted, which will 
go far to reconcile the various irr.peratives. 

IV ACTION DIRECTED TO OR TO BE TAKEN IN THE ALL-IRELAnD CONTEXT 

24 Re-establish confidence and stability in Republic's 
public finances and stal?ilitY-9n<.;Lilynaroism _in economy 

Action on these imperatives in a Twenty-Six County context 
can have, over time, a significant effect on attitudes in 
Northern Ireland and in Britain. 

25 Pursue commitment in Progranme for Government to study 
posslble scenarlOS for a coming-together of North and South, 
by taking up SDLP proposal for the establishment of a 
Council for a New Ireland and give this priority in time 
over Constitutional Review 

The suggestion that the SDLP proposal be taken up is 
conditional on it being possible to reach in advance an 
all-party agreenent, acceptable to the Government, embracing 
the major parties represented in the Dail and the 
constitutional nationalist parties in Northern Ireland on 
what the Council (better terDed Convention?) would or would 
not do - as it would clearly be most unhelpful in relation 
to Irish objectives for Northern Ireland if a Council were 
seen to be a forum for public disagreement between parties 
in the Republic or between theE or so~e of them and the 
~~orthern nationalist party or parties. An earlier paper 
on the S LP proposa is in course of adaptation and will 
develop tlis and other points. The suggestion that the ew 
Ireland proposal be given priority in tine - as regards 
p blic re re lation o~ the results - is basec on an agreement 
t_ a~ i-:: ___ ay be easier to secure al~-parl:y agree_.e .. t in 
respec~ of future scenarios i which such contentious 
roble~s as Articles 2 and 3 or dirorce ight ne eliminated, 

/either 
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either by definition or on the basis of the options outlined 
than to secure such agreement on steps that might be taken 
in the shorter-term to amend the existing constitution -
but that the agreement reached on future scenarios might 
serve to constrain the scope for disagreement on shorter
term action, conceived as promoting progress towards unity. 

26 Exploit ~ll op~or~unities for integrative action within 
Ireland, in economic, social and cultural areas, which do 
not impose excessive penalties on Republic 

One has in mind here such matters as energy links, l~ in titiId
~evel education, i...~proved communications and the possibility of 
a shi... orde!:" fro_, Har .... and and ~. olf~. ~flis ·,oU.Ld fit into 
t.e Pr gr2s~e of ~ ction to e pursued under t~e aegis 0= 
t~e ~ ~In 

~ _ roac:. ::0 =eso: t":' ~ = c ..... rre:"'_ ...... 
=-~~es ..:.~ =espect 0= t~e ~o~:~ssioners of _ris:. 

p ssi _e scop~ soo~e!:" or _a~er, =or join 

\\1 Kirwan, 

Fo?_e 
as 

Assistant Secretary 
Department of the Taoiseach 

31 Decenber, 1982 
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